Abstract-CSMA-based scheduling is a recently proposed distributed scheduling algorithm that is shown to achieve the maximal throughput. Central to this algorithm is a Markov chain that produces samples from a desired distribution. In this work, we discuss the relationships of the achievable throughput, queueing delay and the mixing time of the Markov chain in a variant of the algorithm. This result suggests that a small mixing time is desirable for low delay. We then discuss how a generic bound on the mixing time can be tightened in specific topologies.
I. MODEL AND NOTATION
As in [1] , we describe the basic model. Assume there are K links in the network, where each link is an (ordered) transmitter-receiver pair. The network is associated with a conflict graph (or "CG") G = {V, E}, where V is the set of vertices (each of them represents a link) and E is the set of edges. Two links k 1 and k 2 cannot transmit at the same time (i.e., "conflict") iff there is an edge between them, i.e., (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ E. Assume that G has N independent sets ("IS"). Denote the i'th IS by a vector x i ∈ {0, 1} K . The k'th element of x i , x i k = 1 if link k is transmitting in the IS, and x i k = 0 otherwise.
Packets arrive at link k with a rate λ k > 0. Let λ ∈ R K be the vector of arrival rates. We say that λ is feasible if and only if λ = ip i x i for some probability distributionp ∈ R N + satisfyingp i ≥ 0 and ip i = 1. That is, λ is a convex combination of the IS's, such that it is possible to serve the arriving traffic with some transmission schedule. Denote the set of feasible λ byC.
II. PERFORMANCE BOUNDS OF A SCHEDULING ALGORITHM IN CONTINUOUS-TIME CSMA A. Algorithm description
The links follow a continuous-time CSMA protocol similar to that in [1] . Before attempting a transmission, the transmitter of link k waits (or backs-off) for a random period of time that is exponentially distributed with mean 1/R k and then senses the medium. If any conflicting link (i.e., any link m such that (k, m) ∈ E) is transmitting, then link k starts another waiting period with the same distribution, but independent of the previous waiting times. Otherwise, link k starts the transmission, whose duration is exponentially distributed with This work is supported by MURI grant BAA 07-036.18. mean 1. Define r k := log(R k ) to be the "transmission aggressiveness" (TA) of link k.
This CSMA protocol leads to a Markov chain among the independent set which is called the CSMA Markov chain. Given r = (r k ), it has the following stationary distribution:
where
K be the state of the Markov chain at (continuous) time t. Then, x k (t) ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether link k is transmitting at time t.
Time is divided into slots, where each slot has a duration of one time unit. Assume i.i.d. Bernoulli arrivals with arrival rates λ ∈ R K . That is, in each slot, a k [i] packets arrive at link k, where a k [i] is a random variable independent of previous slots and other links, with P (a k [i] = 1) = λ k and P (a k [i] = 0) = 1 − λ k . (The arrival process can be easily generalized.)
Assume that the arrival rates λ is feasible, i.e., λ ∈C. Consider the following scheduling algorithm which updates the TA parameters r. 
where α > 0 is a step size,ŝ k (j) is the average service rate in frame j, i.e.,
and f k (j) is determined as follows. (i) If r k (j) ≥ β, then let f k (j) = 0, and link k drops any arrival in this frame.
(ii) If r k (j) < β, then let
and link k accepts all arrivals. 4) Increment j by 1, and go to item 2.
Remark:
The update rule (2) is similar to "congestion control algorithm 2" in [4] . However, a simpler alternative is to set
where Q k (j) is the queue length of link k at time instance jT . The reason is as follows. Note that
The change from "=" to "≤" does not affect the result of Theorem 1.
B. Throughput and delay bounds
Theorem 1. Assume that the arrival rates are feasible, i.e., λ ∈C. Choose a target performance parameter > 0. In
where F j is the σ-field generated by {r(i), x(iT )} 0≤i≤j , and
is the service rate of link k achieved at the stationary distribution of the CSMA Markov chain with TA parameters r(j). Then, w. p. 1,
. The queue length satisfies
Remark: Theorem 1 also holds for the discrete-time CSMA in [3] . The reason is that the proof only uses the stationary distribution of the CSMA protocol (and the discrete-time CSMA in [3] share the same stationary distribution (1) as the continuous-time CSMA), but does not rely on the underlying protocol that achieve condition (6).
Proof: Consider the following optimization problem:
Since λ ∈C, the optimum solution is f *
Now we design an algorithm to solve an approximation of problem (9):
Define the "utility function" U k (f k ) = f k , then problem (10) is a utility maximization problem similar to (77) in [4] (with the additional constraints 0
where E j (·) means E(·|F j ). This is similar to "congestion control algorithm 2" in [4] (note that here
This can be shown by induction. First,
, ∀k, j, and therefore (8).
Finally, to show (7), we follow the proof of Theorem 4 in [4] , with a minor modification. Specifically, by (11), we have
is uniformly bounded and {θ k (j)} is a sequence of martingale differences
, the LHS of (13) has an extra term θ k (j). However, these terms would be averaged to 0 in (109) by the Law of Large Numbers for martingales with bounded increments. Therefore (7) follows. Also, clearlyf k ≤ λ k . Sof k ≥ λ k − , ∀k w. p.
1.
By (8), the queue length (or delay) is proportional to T . In the following, we will study the conditions on T to satisfy (6).
Let π be the invariant distribution of a Markov chain X(t). It is well known that there exist b > 0, T m > 0 such that for any initial state X(0),
where μ(t) is the distribution of X(t), and || · || var is the variation distance between the two distributions, defined as
where Ω is the state space of the Markov chain. In frame j of Algorithm 1, the CSMA Markov chain has parameters r(j). Then there exist b = b j and T m = T m,j such that (14) holds in frame j, with π = π j which is the stationary distribution under the parameter r(j). Since r(j) changes across frames, we have different CSMA Markov chain in different frames (all of them share the same state space Ω which is the set of independent sets of the conflict graph G). However, since ||r(j)|| ∞ ≤ β+α, ∀j (i.e., uniformly bounded) in Algorithm 1, there exist constants b * and T * m such that
then (6) holds, so that (7) and (8) hold. Therefore, b * and T * m are important quantities that affects the queue lengths.
Proof:
where the last step has used (14) (after viewing jT as the initial point of the Markov chain).
Combining the two cases, we have
So, (16) implies (6).
C. Finding b * and T * m
Given r, we need to find the corresponding b and T m . Then b * and T * m are the upper bounds of b and T m over the range of r. A general bound of the variation distance in the CSMA Markov chain with conflict graph G and parameter r ≥ 0, as obtained in [5] , is
where r max = max k r k , and π min (r) = min x π x (r). It was shown that π min (r) ≥ exp(−1 T r − K · log(2)) [5] . So
In this bound, b = Θ(exp(1 T r/2)) and T m = Θ(exp(21 T r + r max )) which increase quickly with K and r.
However, in certain topologies (i.e., certain G), the bound can be significantly tightened. Proof: Let {X t } be the CSMA Markov chain. For simplicity, denote X t = 0 if no link is transmitting at time t, and denote X t = k, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} if link k is transmitting at time t. Clearly, at any time, either no link is transmitting, or one of the links is transmitting. Accordingly, we group the K links into a "super-link", and define another process {Y t } which represents the state of the super-link.
Specifically, let Y t = 1(X t > 0). It is easy to see that Y t ∈ {0, 1} is also a Markov chain, and has a transition rate matrix
. Also, we have the following relationship between X t and Y t .
(i) For k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} and any t,
(ii) Let π X and π Y be the stationary distribution of {X t } and {Y t } respectively. We have
Let μ X (t) and μ Y (t) be the distribution of X t and Y t . Using (i) and (ii), we have
In other words, the mixing properties of {X t } and {Y t } are the same. It is easy to compute that the eigenvalues of Q Y are 0 and
. As a simple extension of equation (1.10) in [2] , we have
Note that B ≥ 1 (and also depends on K and r). When t = 1, the RHS of the last inequality is smaller than 1. So, combined with (17) and the fact that ||μ
Therefore one can choose b = exp(1) and T m = 1 which do not depend on K or r. Remark: In the continuous-time CSMA when all links conflict with each other, the idle duration can be very small when B is large (i.e., when K or r is large). In discrete-time CSMA, such as the one proposed in [3] , the idle duration cannot be smaller than one slot. As a result, it takes longer for that chain to mix-the values of b and T m depend on K and r in that case. Proposition 3 can be generalized into the following result, which may be useful to obtain better mixing bounds for some conflict graphs. 
. Then we can define each set S i , i = 1, . . . , M as a super-link l i , and define a conflict graph G among the M super-links, with super-links l i and l j conflicting iff (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ E, ∀k 1 ∈ S i , k 2 ∈ S j . Also, l i has a TA of r i := log( k∈Si exp(r k )). M , such that for any time t, the i-th component Y t,i = 0 iff X t,k = 0, ∀k ∈ S i , and
where the notation has the same definitions as in the last proof. In other words, {X t } and {Y t } have the same mixing property.
Remark: Condition (ii) above is equivalent to the following: links in the same set S i has the same conflicting relationships with links outside S i . That is, A k1 = A k2 , ∀k 1 , k 2 ∈ S i , ∀i, where A k := {k / ∈ S i |(k, k ) ∈ E} for k ∈ S i . Fig. 1 gives an example. The left side is a conflict graph with 5 vertices (representing 5 links). They can be grouped into 3 sets A 1 , A 2 , A 3 which satisfy the above conditions. Therefore, the graph can be converted into a new conflict graph with 3 vertices (i.e., 3 super-links) on the right side (with r recomputed as decribed above).
III. PERFORMANCE BOUNDS OF A DISCRETE-TIME CSMA ALGORITHM
Similarly, we consider a variant of the discrete-time CSMA algorithm proposed in [3] . Instead of updating the link activation probabilities in every time slot, now we will update these parameters every T time slots. We denote the interval between time jT and (j + 1)T by frame j. The numbering of both the slots and frames starts with 0.
Let x(t) be the state of the (discrete-time) CSMA Markov chain in time slot t. Then, x k (t) is the state of link k in time slot t: x k (t) = 1 if link k is active and x k (t) = 0 otherwise. Let the "initial state" x(−1) = 0.
We use the following algorithm to update the link activation probabilities.
